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Abstract—Within future smart cities, people are expecting the
usage of data from moving vehicles. Due to the existence of
malicious users, who claim to be in a traffic flow but actually
were in others, a location proof for vehicular trajectory-based
data is needed. RoadSide Units (RSUs) are commonly used in
smart cities, and a vehicular trajectory’s location proof can
be generated based on messages collected from RSUs along
the trajectory. This paper studies the optimal RSU placement
problem: Given a set of traffic flows, the objective is to place a
minimum number of RSUs to securely distinguish all of them.
A traffic flow is securely distinguishable if the set of its passing
RSUs is unique among all traffic flows and unforgeable from
each other. To solve the problem, an RSU placement algorithm
with an approximation ratio O(ln n) is proposed. In order
to further reduce the number of deployed RSUs, this paper
explores the credential propagation mechanism via Car-to-Car
(C2C) communications, which essentially extend the coverage
of an RSU. Approximation algorithms are proposed to solve the
problem, and extensive real data-driven experiments demonstrate
the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed algorithms.
Index Terms—Location proof, optimal placement, priority
level, roadside unit, vehicular trajectory.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Within future Smart City, people are expecting the usage
of data not only from static roadside sensors but also from
vehicles moving within the cities. Unlike the conventional
Location-Based Services (LBS), where data is related to a
single location spot, the vehicular trajectory-based data is a
continuous observation along the vehicle’s trajectory. In a
foreseeable future, this vehicular trajectory-based data will
support a considerable number of new applications, such as
criminal scene reconstruction, smart traffic flow monitoring,
and environmental monitoring.
However, using trajectory-based data also brings new security issues. From the existing LBS and mobile social networks,
we have already seen the motivations for an adversary to
misstate their location claims [1], [2]. Consequently, a key
requirement for the next generation of the smart city is the
capability to verify trajectory-based location claims made by
vehicles. The problem scenario of this paper is illustrated by
Fig. 1. There are three predefined traffic flows, f1 to f3 . A
malicious user, who was driving along f1 , tries to pretend
that he was in f2 or f3 . A mechanism is needed to against
such a false claim about the moving trajectory.
A RoadSide Unit (RSU) is a typical infrastructure widely
adopted in smart cities. Depending on the applications, an RSU
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Fig. 1. Securely distinguish three vehicle flows.

may send messages to passing vehicles via wireless networks,
or monitor traffic flows by sensors and cameras. In this paper,
we consider the scenarios where RSUs are used to develop a
“location proof” for vehicles. The location proof is a means for
a vehicle to demonstrate that it was indeed in a specific traffic
flow. RSUs are deployed on a certain road stretch (i.e. street)
and broadcast their unique RSU IDs via RSU-messages to
passing vehicles. For instance, in Fig. 1, the RSU on e4 sends
an RSU-message to a passing car, and the car extracts the
corresponding RSU ID from the message. The location proof
for a vehicular trajectory is created based on the collected RSU
IDs along its moving path. When a vehicle claims to be in a
specific vehicle flow, we would be able to verify the claim by
comparing its collected RSU IDs against a known database
of every RSU’s geographic information. Malicious users, who
were in other traffic flows but not in the claimed one, should
be unable to obtain/generate the correct set of RSU IDs.
Ideally, we could place RSUs on every road stretch that is
passed by given traffic flows. However, the manufacturing cost
of such an RSU placement strategy is too high since RSUs are
expensive. We should minimize the number of placed RSUs
to reduce the cost, and in the meantime, different traffic flows
can still be securely distinguished from each other. Here, the
secure distinguishability means that a malicious user cannot
pretend to be in other traffic flows by using the RSU IDs
received along his actual movement trajectory.
In this paper, we find that, in order to provide the secure
distinguishability among given flows, the deployed RSUs
should not only be able to cover and uniquely distinguish
every flow but also guarantee that the set of passing RSUs
for any flow is not a subset of any other flows. The coverage,
distinguishability, and non-subset requirements pose unique
challenges on our problem. We show that the optimal RSU placement problem is NP-hard and monotonic, but not

submodular. It is a non-trivial extension of the traditional
hitting set problem, which is submodular. An approximation
algorithm is proposed with an O(ln n) approximation ratio,
where n is the number of flows.
In order to further reduce the number of deployed RSUs,
we introduce a new concept, priority level, which reflects the
importance of a flow. We explore the credential propagation
mechanism via Car-to-Car (C2C) communications, and the
secure distinguishability among different prioritized flows is
established by the RSU IDs via different hops of propagations.
C2C communications essentially extend the coverage of an
RSU. Take Fig. 1 as an example. Originally, only the vehicles
in flow f3 can obtain RSU-messages from the RSU on street
e4 . By allowing C2C communication, vehicles in flow f2 can
also obtain this RSU’s ID. Since the secure distinguishability
is achieved based on the uniqueness of an unforgeable set of
collected RSU IDs, using a credential propagation mechanism
makes such a uniqueness be fulfilled by a smaller set of RSUs.
However, in practice, an RSU-message may be lost during the
multi-hop relay, and the priority level of the flows may affect
the optimal number of RSUs. In this paper, we propose another
two algorithms to solve these problems.
II. BASIC M ODEL : O PTIMAL RSU P LACEMENT
Placing RSUs on every road stretch can provide vehicular
location proofs, but it is too expensive in terms of the number
of deployed RSUs. For minimizing the deployment costs,
an optimal RSU placing algorithm is needed. This section
studies a basic model when all vehicular trajectories are treated
equally, and the next section studies an advanced model where
flows may have different priority levels.
A. Security Requirements for Placing RSUs
The goal of our paper is to use RSU generated location
proofs against attackers, who claimed that they had gone
along certain paths but actually did not. We assume that
there are no colluded attackers, and attackers are not able
to forge the location proof generated by an RSU without
physically appearing at the RSU’s covered area. However,
since an attacker is still able to hide/drop certain received
RSU-messages in order to pretend that he was somewhere else,
the security requirements of the RSU-based location proof for
vehicular trajectory data are not trivial.
Take Fig. 2 as an example. Assume that there is a map
consisting of eight road stretches (i.e. streets), and there are
six vehicular flows, which are given in Table I. Our objective
is to install a minimal number of RSUs on certain streets such
that every flow can be uniquely identified according to the
RSU identity number within the received RSU-messages. For
the ease of description, we name the received RSU identities
as tags. For instance, if an RSU is placed on street e7 and a
flow goes through the street, then every vehicle in the flow is
able to obtain an RSU tag e7 .
Table I gives three different RSU placements on Fig. 2. If
only honest users are considered, the optimal RSU placement
strategy is {e2 , e3 , e4 }, and the received tags of each flow

TABLE I
T HE RECEIVED TAGS OF FLOWS IN F IG . 2

ID
f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6

six given vehicle flows
e1 → e7 → e5 → e6
e4 → e5 → e6
e4 → e5 → e8 → e3
e1 → e2 → e8 → e6
e1 → e7 → e5 → e8 → e3
e4 → e7 → e2 → e3

7

S2
e7
e4
e4 , e8
e8
e7 , e8
e4 , e7

S3
e6 , e7
e4 , e6
e4 , e8
e6 , e8
e7 , e8
e4 , e7

3

2

1

4

S1
∅
e4
e3 , e4
e2
e3
e2 , e3

8
5

6

Fig. 2. Securely distinguish six vehicle flows in Table. I. The black vertices
represent intersections, edges indicate streets, and the gray boxes give the
potential places where an RSU can be deployed.

are given in the “S1 ” column of Table I. Clearly, all of them
are different, and therefore, the given traffic flows are fully
distinguishable. However, this strategy has a problem when
the system contains malicious users: any attacker can easily
pretend to be flow f1 by using an empty tag set. Thus, all
flows must be covered by at least one tag. Column “S2 ” shows
another strategy by deploying RSUs on streets e4 , e7 , and
e8 , which provides full distinguishability and full coverage
on the given flows. However, in terms of security, these two
requirements are still not enough. For the attackers who travel
along the flow f6 , they are able to disguise themselves as
either f1 or f2 by dropping tags from e4 or e7 , since the
received tag set of f6 is a superset of that of f1 and f2 . The
secure and optimal RSU placement in Fig. 2 deploys RSUs
on {e4 , e6 , e7 , e8 }, and the corresponding tag set of each flow
can be found under the “S3 ” column. In summary, the optimal
placement of the RSUs must guarantee three requirements: full
distinguishability, full coverage, and non-subset relations.
B. Problem Formulation for Basic Model
The RSU placement scenario is based on an undirected
graph (i.e. map) G = (V, E), where node set V is a set of
road intersections, and an undirected edge set E = {e} ⊆ V 2
represents road stretches on G with E ⊆ V 2 . We use ei to
denote the ith edge. G contains m predefined vehicle flows
F = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fm }. Each flow is represented as a set of
streets visited by the flow, fi = {e1 , e2 , . . .}. Note that all
flows in F satisfy: fi * fj for ∀fi , fj ∈ F, fi 6= fj .
In order to securely distinguish vehicles from different
flows, several RSUs are deployed on E: whenever a vehicle
passes an RSU, the vehicle will receive an RSU-message,
which contains the unique ID of the RSU [3]. Let S denote
an RSU placement strategy, which is the variable in our
problem. For instance, in the example of Table I and Fig. 2,
the RSU placement strategy is Sopt = {e4 , e6 , e7 , e8 }. Let
S(f ) denote a set of tags that flow f has received from
RSUs under the RSU placement strategy S. So, in Table I,

Sopt (f1 ) = {e6 , e7 } and Sopt (f2 ) = {e4 , e6 }. We say that
flows fi and fj are securely distinguishable if their received
tag sets are not the subset of each other: S(fi ) * S(fj )
and S(fj ) * S(fi ). Note that the strategy that satisfies the
secure distinguishability requirement definitely provides full
distinguishability (i.e. S(fi ) 6= S(fj )) and full coverage (i.e.
S(fi ) 6= ∅, S(fj ) 6= ∅) to the given flows. Considering that
RSUs are generally expensive, our objective is to securely
distinguish all flows in F by placing a minimum number of
RSUs on E. Let | · | denote set cardinality. The optimal RSU
placement problem is formulated as follows:
min |S|
s.t. S(fi ) * S(fj ) for ∀fi , fj ∈ F, fi 6= fj

(1)
(2)

Algorithm 1 Subset-Based Greedy (SBG)
1: Initialize S = ∅ and D = ∅.
2: for each pair of traffic flows, fi and fj do
3:
Add dij = fi \fj and dji = fj \fi to D.
4: for each street, e ∈ E do
5:
Initialize a counter of Ce = 0.
6: while D 6= ∅ do
7:
for each subset, dij ∈ D do
8:
for e ∈ dij and e ∈ E\S do
9:
Update Ce = Ce + 1.
10:
Update S = S ∪ {arg maxe Ce }.
11:
Remove dij for arg maxe Ce from D.
12:
Reset Ce = 0 for each street, e.
13: return S as the RSU placement strategy.

C. Problem Analysis
We can divide the set of fi ∪ fj into three disjoint subsets
of fi \fj , fj \fi , and fi ∩fj . Since fi * fj , we have fi \fj 6= ∅
and fj \fi 6= ∅. These subsets are depicted in the following:
fi

f1

9

1

fj

f j \ fi

fj
fi
The key observation is formally presented in the following:
Theorem 1: To cover and distinguish an arbitrary pair of
traffic flows (fi and fj ), two RSUs should be placed on streets
from two subsets of fi \fj and fj \fi , respectively.
Due to page limitation, we skip all theorems’ proof details,
which can be found from here [4]. The RSUs, which are not
placed on road stretches in fi ∪ fj , will neither cover nor
distinguish fi and fj . Take flows f1 and f2 from Table I as
an example, where we have: f1 \f2 = {e1 , e7 }, f2 \f1 = {e4 },
and f1 ∩ f2 = {e5 , e6 }. To securely distinguish only f1 and
f2 , we can have S = {e1 , e4 }, or S = {e4 , e7 }.
Theorem 2: The optimal RSU placement is NP-hard, monotonic but non-submodular.

f2

2
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8

4

fi \ f j
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Fig. 3. Distinguish vehicle flows by RSU and C2C.

different traffic flow pairs. The street, which maximizes Ce ,
is greedily added to S (line 10). The corresponding subsets
in D are removed (line 11). Algorithm 1 resets Ce = 0 for
the next iteration (line 12). Finally, S is returned (line 13).
Algorithm 1 is bounded:
Theorem 3: Algorithm 1 achieves a ratio of O(ln n) to the
optimal algorithm for the number of placed RSUs.
III. P RIORITY L EVEL - BASED O PTIMAL RSU P LACEMENT
In practice, traffic flows have different densities and importance, and many applications do not need a uniform priority
or security requirement for all flows.

D. Approximation for the Optimal RSU Placement
This subsection presents a greedy approximation algorithm.
Based on Theorem 1, two RSUs should be placed on streets
from two subsets of fi \fj and fj \fi , respectively. Note that
we have fi \fj 6= ∅ and fj \fi 6= ∅, since fi * fj and fj * fi .
Algorithm 1 is proposed. After the initialization (line 1), it
decomposes each pair of traffic flows into two subsets (lines 2
and 3). These subsets are added to D. A counter is maintained
for each street (lines 4 and 5). Algorithm 1 iteratively updates
an RSU to the current S though a greedy placement (lines 6
to 12). The iteration terminates when all pairs of given traffic
flows are covered and distinguishable (D 6= ∅ in line 6). In
each iteration, Algorithm 1 calculates Ce for each street (lines
7 to 9). Ce represents the number of included subsets in D,
if an RSU is placed on the street of e. An RSU is placed
on a street from each of the two subsets of each traffic flow
pair. However, a street, e, may include multiple subsets from

A. Priority Level and Car-to-Car Propagation-based Tag
In order to further reduce the number of deployed RSUs
while maintaining the secure distinguishability for given vehicular flows, in this section, we propose a new concept, flow
priority level. We cut off some RSUs that mainly served low
priority flows by exploring the Car-to-Car (C2C) communication mechanism. We let the location proofs generated by
the RSUs further propagate to other nearby vehicular flows,
which do not pass the RSUs. Essentially, we use the credential
propagation mechanism to increase an RSU’s coverage.
Let li denote the priority level of a flow fi , where li =
0, 1, . . . , lmax . The lower the value of l is, the higher priority
the flow has. l controls the maximum hops that an RSU’s
impact can contribute to the corresponding flow’s secure
distinguishability. From the consideration of the computing
complexity, we set lmax as a small integer, such as 1 or 2.

We add a new dimension, propagation hop, to the received
[j]
RSU tags. We use ei to represent a j-hop propagated credential from the RSU on edge ei . For a vehicle, which directly
[0]
passed an RSU on street ei , the vehicle will possess tag ei .
[j]
Whenever a vehicle received a tag ei , the vehicle immediately
[j+1]
,
creates a new message, which contains a new tag ei
and keeps broadcasting the message to all passing vehicles.
Here, we assume the tag propagation process is secure. The
propagation terminates when the hop counter reaches lmax .
For instance, if an RSU is placed at street e9 of Fig. 3 and
[0]
lmax = 1, vehicles in flow f1 will obtain e9 directly from the
[1]
RSU and e9 from other vehicles in the same flow. Since f1
and f2 share a common street e1 , vehicles in f2 will also get
[1]
e9 from the vehicles in f1 when they pass each other on e2 .
However, flows f3 to f5 will not have any tags related to e9
since the maximum propagation hop is lmax = 1.
The C2C-based RSU tags can also provide the secure
distinguishability among the given flows. Take Fig. 3 as an
example. According to the method in previous section, at
least 5 RSUs are needed, such as S = {e2 , e3 , e5 , e7 , e9 }.
However, if C2C communication is allowed, l1 = l3 = l5 = 0,
l2 = l4 = 1, and lmax = 1, only placing 3 RSUs is
enough, where S ′ = {e8 , e9 , e10 }. Under strategy S ′ , the
[0] [1]
[1] [1]
received tag sets of flows f1 to f5 are {e9 , e9 }, {e8 , e9 },
[0] [1]
[1] [1]
[0] [1]
{e8 , e8 }, {e8 , e10 }, and {e10 , e10 }. Based on the tags,
flows can be securely distinguished from each other. Moreover,
our approach establishes a priority level-based requirement:
the secure distinguishability among flows with priority level
li ≤ k must be provided by the RSU tags within k-hop. In
the example of Fig. 3, the secure distinguishability among
flows f1 , f3 , and f5 can be achieved by purely using the
tags directly from the RSUs (i.e. in the form of e[0] ), and
the distinguishability of flows f1 to f5 can be achieved by
using the tags {e[0] } and {e[1] }. The main idea behind this
requirement is that the distinguishability between flows with
a higher priority should be provided by more direct, reliable,
and credible evidence (i.e. RSU tag.)
B. Problem Formulation for Advanced Model
[j]

Realistically, a credential (i.e. ei ) from a nearby RSU may
not be always available since the tag could be lost or there were
not enough cars in certain flows during the multi-hop relays
[k]
from flow to flow. We denote p(fi , ej ) as the probability that
flow fi receives k-hop propagated tags from the RSU on street
[k]
ej . If ej ∈ fi , then p(fi , ej ) = 1 for ∀k ∈ [0, lmax ]. Let P{·}
indicate the probability of any event, and T (li , lj ) ∈ [0, 1] be a
predefined threshold for securely distinguishing any two flows
with priority levels li and lj , respectively. Note that T (li , lj ) is
a symmetric non-increasing function: (1) T (li , lj ) = T (lj , li );
(2) if lj < lk , then T (li , lj ) ≥ T (li , lk ). Our goal is to
deploy a minimum number of RSUs such that the probability
for securely distinguishing any pair of flows is no less than
a predefined threshold, which is determined by the flows’
priority levels. The optimal RSU placement problem with the

help of C2C communications is formulated as follows:
min |S|
s.t.

(3)
l

l

P{S (fi ) * S (fj )} ≥ T (li , lj ) for ∀fi , fj ∈ F

(4)

[l]

where l = max(li , lj ), S (f ) denotes a set of received
tags that vehicles in flow f can obtain via an exact l-hop
C2C credential relay under the RSU deploying strategy S.
l
S
all received tags within l-hop: S l (f ) =
Sl(f ) represents
[k]
(f ). P{S l (fi ) * S l (fj )} = P{S l (fi )\S l (fj ) 6=
k=0 S Q
∅} = 1 − e[k] ∈dij [1 − p(fi , e[k] )], where dij = S l (fi )\S l (fj )
and k ≤ l. Eq. 4 requires that the secure distinguishability
of flows with priority l must be provided by the RSUbased credentials within l-hop. Clearly, the optimal RSU
placement problem in the basic model is a special case of the
priority level-based optimal RSU placement problem, where
T (li , lj ) = 1, li = lj = 0, p(fi , e[0] ) = 1, p(fi , e[k] ) = 0 for
∀fi , fj ∈ F and k > 0.
C. Problem Analysis
Let fil denote a set of tags, which could be received by the
vehicles in flow fi via at most l-hop C2C relays if all edges
were deployed with RSUs. Take f1 in Fig. 3 as an example.
[0] [0]
We have f10 = {e1 , e9 } since in 0-hop C2C relay vehicles in
f1 can only receive tags directly from the RSUs on e1 and e9 .
[0] [1] [0] [1] [1] [1]
Similarly, f11 = {e1 , e1 , e9 , e9 , e2 , e3 } since vehicles of
f1 are able to receive not only the tags related to e1 and e9
but also the tags from e2 and e3 via 1-hop C2C relay.
Using C2C communication essentially increases the coverage of an RSU such that the distinguish sets (i.e. fil \fjl and
fjl \fil for any pair of flows) can be hit easier by a smaller set
of selected edges for placing RSUs. For the ease of analysis,
we temporarily ignore the probability part and only consider
the constraint S l (fi ) * S l (fj ) for ∀fi , fj ∈ F, fi 6= fj , where
l = max(li , lj ). We can obtain the following two theorems.
Theorem 4: If fi and fj can be securely distinguished, the
distinguishability is preserved when using credentials within
k-hop, where k > max(li , lj ).
Theorem 5: If strategy S securely distinguishes flows by
only using tags directly obtained from RSUs, S also provides
secure distinguishability when priority levels are considered.
D. Approximation for Priority Level-based RSU Placement
This subsection presents a greedy approximation solution,
Alg. 2 and 3, for the priority level-based RSU placement
problem. Intuitively, one may start the approximation by
only considering the flows which are in the highest priority
level (i.e. li = 0), and then, gradually including more flows
according to the decreasing order of their levels. However, our
experimental study shows that its performance is even worse
than that of Alg. 1, due to the lack of global coordinations
in the beginning phase. In our method, the optimal solution
is approximated by gradually solving the problem from the
lowest priority level (i.e. li = lmax ) to the highest one.
After initialization (line 1), Alg. 2 creates a candidate set.
Here are two options: one is to include all edges of G (i.e.
S0 = E), and the other one is to call Alg. 1 and only the edges

Algorithm 2 Priority Level-based RSU Placement (PLRP)
1: Initialize S = ∅
2: Set up candidate edge set S0
3: for each type of priority level k = lmax , . . . 1, 0 do
4:
Create L′ by replacing all l ∈ L, l < k with value k
5:
Find RSU placement: S = RP LK(G, F, L′ , k, S0 , S)
6: return S as the RSU placement strategy.
Algorithm 3 RSU Placement within Level k (RPLK)
1: Initialize flow set within level k: F ′ = {fi |li ≤ k}
2: Initialize distinguish set: D = ∅
3: for each order of flows fi , fj ∈ F ′ do
4:
if P{S k (fi )\S k (fj ) 6= ∅} < T (li , lj ) then
5:
Initialize dij = ∅
′
6:
for every e[k ] ∈ (fik \fjk )\S k , 0 ≤ k ′ ≤ k do
′
7:
w = 1 − P{S k (fi )\S k (fj ) = ∅}(1 − p(fi , e[k ] ))
′
8:
dij = dij ∪ {(e[k ] , w)}
9:
D = D ∪ {dij }
10: Prune D by removing all supersets
11: for each street, e ∈ S0 \S do
12:
Initialize a counter of Ce = 0.
13: while D 6= ∅ do
14:
for each subset, dij ∈ D do
15:
for e ∈ S0 \S do
16:
if ∃k ′ ∈ [0, k] s.t. (e[k] , w) ∈ dij then
17:
Update Ce = Ce + w.
18:
Update S = S ∪ {arg maxe Ce }.
19:
for ∀dij ∈ D related with arg maxe Ce do
20:
if P{S k (fi )\S k (fj ) 6= ∅} ≥ T (li , lj ) then
21:
Remove dij from D
22:
else
′
23:
for ∀(e[k ] , w) ∈ dij do
24:
Update w according to current S
25:
Reset Ce = 0 for each street, e.
26: return S as the RSU placement strategy.

in the resulting set are included (i.e. S0 = SBG(G, F )) since
the solution in the basic model always satisfies the constraint
in Eq. 4: p(f, e[0] ) = 1 if e ∈ f . In Section IV, we study
Alg. 2’s performance difference of using these two options.
From lines 3 to 5, Alg. 2 greedily selects edges from S0 . In
each iteration, Alg. 2 temporarily replaces the priority level of
flows, which is less than k, with value k (line 4), and then,
finds out a set of optimal RSU placing locations for the current
setting of priority levels L′ (line 5).
Alg. 3 approximates the optimal RSU placement by using
C2C communications. It first constructs a flow set F ′ = {fi }
where flows’ priority level satisfies li ≤ k (line 1), and then,
initializes the overall distinguish set D in line 2. From lines
′
3 to 9, Alg. 3 computes the potential tags e[k ] , which could
be used to distinguish flows, and their weights, w. In order to
securely distinguish fi from fj (line 3), Alg. 3 checks whether
the existing strategy S has already satisfied Eq. 4. If it has not,

a distinguish set dij is created. Note that at least one element in
′
the final result S must hit dij . For any potential tag e[k ] , which
can be uniquely obtained by fi within k-hop rather than fj and
cannot be provided by its current S (line 6), Alg. 3 computes
its hitting probability, w, for providing the distinguishability
′
(line 7) and adds (e[k ] , w) to dij (line 8). Consider that, for
sets dij , di′ j ′ ∈ D and dij ⊆ di′ j ′ , a selected edge e that
hits dij definitely hits di′ j ′ . Before selecting the optimal RSU
locations, line 10 removes all supersets (i.e. di′ j ′ ) from D.
From line 11 to line 25, Alg. 3 greedily selects the edge
with the largest overall hitting weight. For each potential edge
that has not be selected (i.e. e ∈ S0 \S), Alg. 3 creates a
counter (line 12) and computes its total weights in D (lines
14-17). In line 18, the edge, e, with the largest weight is
selected and added to S. For all dij containing the potential
tags from the edge e (line 19), if it satisfies Eq. 4 (line
20), Alg. 3 removes it from D; otherwise, all the weights
in dij will be updated according to the current S (line 24):
′
w = 1 − P{S k (fi )\S k (fj ) = ∅} × (1 − p(fi , e[k ] )) for
′
∀(e[k ] , w) ∈ dij . Alg. 3 resets Ce = 0 for the next iteration
(line 25), and it will not stop until all dij are hit by S.
IV. E VALUATION
A. Evaluation Setup and Evaluation Metric
For the ease of description, we call Algorithm 1 SBG,
and use RPLK to represent variants of Algorithms 2 to 3:
If only the edges, which are selected by SBG, are included
in the candidate set of Algorithm 2, we use RPLK S0 to
represent it; otherwise, all streets are considered. In practice,
priority levels of vehicle flows may, or may not, be predefined
depending on the actual applications. If the levels are preknown, we directly apply Algorithm 2; if the flow levels are
undetermined, we let all flows be at level lmax , and find
the optimal RSU deployment. We use RPLKM to represent
the situations where priority levels are predefined, and use
RPLK0, RPLK1, and RPLK2 to indicate the cases that priority
levels are undetermined and the value of lmax is 0, 1, and 2,
respectively. We not only study the performance of Algorithms
1 to 3 with different inputs, but also compare them with
another four baseline algorithms: Coverage-Oriented Greedy
(COG), Distinguishability-Oriented Greedy (DOG), Select Unique Coverage (SUC), and Three Stage Placement (TSP). The
basic idea of them can be found in paper [5].
We use the number of placed RSUs as our evaluation metric,
since the goal of this paper is to securely distinguish given
traffic flows by using as few RSUs as possible. Our evaluation
consists of both simulations (Figs. 4 to 5) and real datadriven experiments (Figs. 6 to 7). In the simulations, we first
create several regions, and then, randomly assign some traffic
flows within each region. Among neighboring regions, a set of
random traffic flows are further generated. All traffic flows are
unique, and there is no flow that is the sub-flow of some other
flow. The real data comes from the Dublin vehicle trace and
the Seattle bus trace [6]. For the ease of the experiments, we
focus on the parts within Dublin’s and Seattle’s central areas,
and all sub-traffic-flows are removed.
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B. Evaluation Results
Fig. 4 compares the performances of different algorithms.
Since their results have huge differences, we plot them on
two sub-figures. During the simulation, we gradually increase
the number of traffic blocks, which essentially generates
more vehicular flows. Since the compared algorithms do not
consider the loss of RSU tags, for the fairness of comparison,
we assume that there is no package loss in this set of
simulations. In Fig. 4, with the growth of the number of traffic
flows, all algorithms require an increasing number of RSUs.
Methods, DOG and COG, have worse performances than other
approaches, and our solution, a series of RPLK algorithms
with different inputs, is significantly better than others. The
difference between RPLK1 and RPLK2 is very close, which
means letting lmax be 1 or 2 is good enough in terms of
the computing speed and approximation accuracy. Note that,
even without the usage of C2C communications lmax = 0,
RPLK0 is still better than SBG since there is a special pruning
operation in Algorithm 3 line 10.
Algorithm 2 selects locations from a candidate set S0
for deploying RSUs. S0 may include all edges of G (i.e.
S0 = E) or only the edges selected by Algorithm 1 (i.e.
S0 = SBG(G, F )). Fig. 5 studies the impacts of the elements
of S0 . Since the performances of the compared methods are
very close, we represent the results in two sub-figures. The
performances of the RPLK variants are always better than
that of the SBG algorithm, no matter what is the initial
value of S0 . Since RPLK1 S0, RPLK2 S0, and RPLKM S0
only consider the partial edges of G for deploying the RSUs, their performances are worse than RPLK1, RPLK2,
and RPLKM. However, their differences are much smaller
than the differences between RPLK1, RPLK2, RPLKM, and
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Fig. 7. Seattle bus trace

SBG, respectively. RPLK1 and RPLK2 have a very close
performance, which means using 1-hop C2C communication
is good enough in terms of the number of required RSUs.
Figs. 6 and 7 are based on real data. During the evaluations,
we gradually include more and more vehicular flows. The
evaluation result is consistent with that of the simulation. Generally speaking, DOG and COG have the worst performances.
With the growth of the number of flows, all approaches need an
increasing number of RSUs, but our proposed RPLK algorithm
(i.e. RPLK0 and RPLK1) always requires the least number of
RSUs. Due to the poor performance of DOG and COG, we
do not include their results in Figs. 6 and 7.
V. C ONCLUSION
Vehicular trajectory-based data provides a new perspective
for many applications in smart cities. Unlike the conventional
data, which is a discrete record, vehicular data is a sequence
of spatiotemporal records. Considering that a malicious user
may misstate his location claims, it is necessary to generate a
location proof for vehicular trajectory-based data. In this paper,
such a location proof is created by using the messages from
nearby RSUs. We aim to use a minimal number of RSUs to
securely distinguish all given traffic flows, which is not a trivial
problem. In order to find the optimal locations for deploying
RSUs, several algorithms are proposed. Extensive experiments
are conducted to evaluate the proposed solutions.
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